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ON THE DERIVED NORMAL RINGS
OF A NOETHERIAN INTEGRAL DOMAIN

By ]o:--.:c GEUN PARK

1. It is well known that the derived normal ring of a noetherian integral
domain is a Krull domain, which is a theorem of i\1ori-Nagata. J. Nishi
mura proved the theorem using properties of a complete local ring ([5J)
and J. Querre proved the same theorem without using either completion or
properties of a complete local ring ([7J). In this paper we obtain some
properties of an ideal transform and the derived normal ring of a noetherian
integral domain, which give another proof of the theorem.

2. In this paper all rings are commutative with identity and a local rIng
(A, m) means a noetherian commutative ring A with only one maximal ideal
m. \\'e denote the Krull dimension of a ring A by dim A.

PR()POSlTIO~ 1. ([3J, (33.2» Let A be a noetherian integral domain iLith
field of quotients K, Let L be a finite algebraic extension of K, and let B be
a ring between A and L. If dim A=l, then B is noetherian zcitlz dim B:5.1
and for any non-zero element a in A, BlaB is a finite A-module.

Proof. If dim A=l, it is well-known Krull-Akizuki's theorem and so we
omit the proof.

Let I be an ideal of a ring A, and let Q(A) be the total quotient ring of
A. A(J) = {xEQ(A) : xIncA for some natural number n} is called the ideal
transform of A with respect to 1. We denote the derived normal ring of an
integral domain A by A, which is the integral closure of A in its field of
quotients.

PROPOSITION 2. Let (A, m) be a local domain and dim A ~2. Then the
following conditions are equivalent: (1) A(m)=A, (2) A(m) nA=A.

Proof. Since dim A ~ 2, we have xrncrn for xEA : rn, and it follows
that A(m) *A implies A(m) nA:;i:A.

PROPOSITION 3. Let (A, m) be a local domain and dim A=n~2. Suppose
for any noetherian integral domain B with dim B<n, 13 is a Krull domain.
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Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(1) A(m) cA, (2) A has no maximal ideal of height 1.

Proof. In view of Proposition (1. 2) in [6J it follows that (2) implies

(1). Now we shall prove (1) implies (2). By definition A(m)=;QAf;,

where m flA+···+fTA. Since dim Af;<dim A=n, by hypothesis Af;, i=

1, ..., r, is a Krull domain. Hence A=A(m) = nAf; is a !\rull domain.
i=l

Now suppose there is a maximal ideal fti of A with ht fti = 1. Then for
non-zero element a in m, aA=fti(e) n.f32(e2)n ••• n.f3n(en). Since fti(e)+I=A with
1=.f32(e2)n ... nPn(en\ we have b+c=l for some bEfti(e) and eEl.

Suppose there exist two distinct maximal ideals fti and fi in A such that
m'=ftinA[bJ=finA[b]. Then, as ICfi, cEfi and b6;=ii. On the other
hand bE fti (e) nA[bJCfi, which is a contradiction. Hence fti is the only one
maximal ideal of A which lies over m'.

Let A1=A[bJ, rad A1=m, and m'=ftinA1• Then, since A(m) is noeth
erian ([1]), Al (m) is a finite A(m)-module, and Al (m) cA(m) =A=A1•

Hence Ajfi=:>A1 (m)m'= (A1)m' (m') =K because dim (Al)m~=1. This is a con
tradiction. Therefore A has no maximal ideal of height 1.

PROPOSITION 4. Let (A, m) be a local domain and B=A (m) nA. Then the
set ofmaxirr.a! ideals of A with height 1 and the set of maximal ideals of B
with height 1 are in one to one correspondence.

Proof. (B, n10 ••• , n T) is a semi-local domain with Jacobson radical n=nl
...n T ([1J). Suppose that n10 ••• , na are maximal ideals of height 1 and that
na+1o ..., n T are maximal ideals of height>1. Then B (n) =.n Bn/n) =BT(nT) ,

J>a

where T=B-.Unj. Since B(n)nE=A(m)nA=B,Bnj=(B(n)nB)nj=
J>a

Bn/nj) nBnj for j>a. Hence by Proposition 2, Bnj=Bn/nj) for j>a and
BT(nT) =B(n)r=BTcET. Thus by Proposition 3, ET has no maximal ideal
of height 1. Therefore if fti is a maximal ideal of A with htfti = 1 and if
n=fti nB, then htn=1.

Now let Si=B-ni for i~a. Then Bs;=(A(m) nA)s;=A(m)s; nAs; =
As;. Hence fti = niBs; nA is the only maximal ideal of A which lies n i .

PROPOSITION 5. Let (A, m) be a local domain with dim A=n~2. Suppose
that R is a Krull domain for any noetherian integral domain R of dimension
<no Then A is a Krull domain.

Proof. Let B=A(m) nA. Then (B, n10 ••• , nT ) is a semi-local domain. Let
ni, l~i~a, be maximal ideals of height 1, and let njo j>a, be maximal
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ideals of height>1. Then E=(nEn) n( rn En), where Bn;, l;;;;i;;;;a, IS a
;;1 j;a+l

discrete valuation ring by Proposition 4. For j>a, Bn/nj) cBnj and Bnj(nj)

= nj(Bn)bik' where nj= (bjlt ••• , bje). Hence Eni=Bn/n) = n(Bn)bj.' Since
k;j k;l

dim(Bn)bj.~n-l, by hypothesis (Bn)bjk is a Krull domain and hence A=B
is a Krull domain.

PROPOSITION 6. Let A be a noetherian integral domain with dim A=n;;;;;2.
Suppose that R is a Krull domain for any local domain R with dim R~n.

Then A is a Krull domain.

Proof. A= nAm' where the intersection runs through all maximal ideals
m _

of A. By hypothesis each~Am is a Krull domain, so it is sufficient to show
that for any non-zero element a in A, ;)= {~E Spec (A): ht ~=1, aEN is
a finite set. Thus we shall prove the following:

(1) 'Jo= {lJ: j3 nA=lJ, ~E 'J} is finite.
(2) For each j:)E'Jo, d-p = WE:J: ~nA=lJ} is finite.

Proof of (2). The number of elements in ;}p is the number of maximal
ideals in Ap with height 1 which lies over the maximal ideal of the local
domain A p. Let B=Ap(lJ) nAp. Then B is a semi-local domain ([lJ).
Hence :Jp is a finite set by Proposition 4.

Proof of (1). Let lJ=pnA, PE;}. If ht lJ=l, then lJEAss(aA). Thus the
number of j:) with ht lJ=l is finite. Now suppose ht lJ>l. If Ap(lJ) =Ap,
then Ap (lJ) CAp. Hence Ap has no maximal ideal of height 1 by Proposition
3. This is a contradiction. Therefore Ap(lJ) ~Ap. Now we need a lemma.

LEMMA. Let (A, m) be a local domain with field of quotients K. If A(m)
~ A then for any 0 =1= b in m, m is an associated prime divisor of bA.

r

Proof of Lemma. Let m=(al> ... ,ar)=(al> ...,a.,b). Then A(m)=.nAajn
1;1

Ab;;;:A. Hence there is an element x in A(m) but x6;:A. We may assume
xmcA. Write x=d/bi. Then, as xmcA, dmcbiA i. e., bi : d:)m.

If bi : d=l=m, then bi : d=A and d=bia for, some a in A. Hence xEA,
which is a contradiction. Thus bi : d=m. Now consider bi - 1 : d::>m. Then it
follows that either there is an element c in A such that b : c=m or bi - 1 : d
=m. Consequently, we have b : c=m for some c in A. Lemma is proved.

By Lemma lJ is an associated prime ideal of aA but the number of asso·
ciated prime ideals of aA is finite. Hence:Jo is finite.
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PROPOSITION 7. ([3J, (33. 10» The derived normal ring A of a noetherian
integral domain A is a Krull domain.

Proof. In view of Propositions 1,5 and 6 the assertion is true for any
noetherian domain of finite Krull dimension.

For a general noetherian domain A, since dim Am<oo for any maximal
ideal m and A= nAm' to get the assertion, it is sufficient to show thatm _

for any O:;t:a in A, 21= {.jJESpec(A) : ht V=l, aEV} is a finite set. But the
same reasoning as in Proposition 6 gives the claim.

PROPOSITION 8. ([3J, (33. 12» The derived normal ring A of a naetherian
integral domain A of Krull dimension ~2 is again noetherian.

Proof. If dim A ~ 1, the assertion is clear by Proposition 1. Suppose dim
A=2. Let.p be a prime ideal of A with height 1 and let lJ=.p nA. If .p is
not maximal, then ht -\:1=1. Since the quotient field K(V) of A/,p is a finite
algebraic extension of the quotient field K(-\:I) of A/-\:I and dim (A/-\:I) =1, by
Proposition 1 A/V is noetherian. Thus by Mori-Nishimura's theorem ([4J,
Theorem), A is noetherian.

Note that in Proposition 1 B is not necessarily finite ([3J, p. 205, Example
3). In Proposition 8 if B is a ring between A and A, then B is not necess
arily noetherian ([3J, p. 207, Example 4), and in Proposition 7 even A is
not necessarily noetherian ([3J, p. 207, Example 5).

The author expresses his hearty thanks to Professor M. Nagata and Dr. J.
Nishimura for their valuable suggestions.
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